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INSIDE N.I

MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

May, 2000 Applications for Membership: The following persons have applied for

membership. If no written objections are received by July 1, 2000 their membership

will become effective on that date.

2555 William Malkmus
(Technical aspects of ancient coins.)

2556-MT Francisco Jovel, Dr. Alfredo Almeyda 6619, Vitacura, Santiago, Chile

(Latin American Coinage)

2557 Eck G. Prud’homme, M.D., 6304 Genoa Road, Ft. Worth, TX 76116

2558 BUI Walker, 100 Highland Park VUlage, Dallas, TX 75205-2788

(Dealer in World Coins)

2559-MT Craig M. Haller, P. O. Box 62, Elliott Sta., Buffalo, NY 14205-0062

(Puerto Rico, Cuba, Cent. Amer. Rep., El Salvador, Mexico,

PhUippines, Spain, Great Britain)

2560-MT Wayne G. Sayles, P. O. Box 911, Gainsville, MO 65655

(Anazarbus, Ancient Error Coins)

2561-MT Hans A. Land, 1701 K Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20006

(Gold Guineas, Escudos, Louis D’Or)

2562-MT W. H. Cederholm, 6565 Central Park Bd., #263, Abilene, TX 79606

(Latin American Gold Prior to 1857, Mexico Gold Coins)

2563-MT Mark McMenamin, 63 SUver Street, South Hadley, MA 01075

(Phoenician & Carthaginian Coins)

2564-MT Peter Balnor, P. O. Box 7209, Watchung, NJ 07060

(World Gold)

2565-MT James A. Schell, M.D., 308 White House Farm Lane, Chesterfield, MO
63017

Alexander HI (The Great Macedonia), Achaemenid Persia,

Honorius, Early Electrum)

2566-MT Finn A. Borjesson, 3090 Hof, Norway
(Norway, Russia Pre-1810)
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2567-MT Mr. Dimitrios Farountzas, Dimitrakopoulou 106 St., Koridallos, GR-
18121, Greece

(Ancient & Modern Greek Coins)

2568 Hans D. Baumann, Holanda 64, Santiago, Chile

2569 Ernesto X. Gutierrez M., P. O. Box 431204, San Ysidro, CA 92143

5fc 5|c jfc

DONATIONS REPORT

We have received the following donations since the last report:

Name Donation Preference of Use

GRAMS, Gabriel A.

O’HARROW, David

SCHOTT, Donald

SCHRAEDER, Mrs. Ross

$10.00 Cash

$5.00 Cash

$5.00 Cash

$5.00 Cash

General Operating Fund

General Operating Fund

General Operating Fund

General Operating Fund

LIBRARIAN’S REPORT

I. The following books are new to the Library:

Dr. Robert Turfboer

BC40.GraM:R977:RAI

GRANT, MICHAEL
Roman Anniversary Issues

1977 Reprint, 204pp, not illus.

RA30.Pari:1971GAM

PARIS ADMINISTRATION DES MONNAIES ET MEDAILLES
Les graveurs d’acier et la medaille de I’antiquite a nos jours

Pub. 1971, 727pp, illus.

JF80.SwBC: 1992:NRM
SWISS BANK CORP.

Neiderlandische rechenpfennige und marken

Catalog 1992, 160pp, illus.

II. In addition to the above we would also like to thank Thomas A. Schillinger for

his donation of numismatic material to the NI Libray.

Granvyl G. Hulse, Jr., Book Librarian

James D. Haley, Periodical Librarian
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THEMONEY OF COMMUNIST CHINA (1927-1949)

John E. Sandrock, Parkton, Maryland, NI #2383

(Editor’s note: This is the third installment of a four-part series on the Money of Communist China.)

Phase II: Money of the Base Areas during the War of

Resistance against Japan (1936-1945)

While enduring the hazards of the Long March enroute to Shensi, the Red Army
paused in Kweichow province after capturing the city of Tsunyi. It was here that the

Chinese Communist Party elected Mao as undisputed chairman. Mao’s policy based

upon mobile and guerrilla warfare was adopted. Contrary to the majority view, which

called for a new base to be set up in western Sikang province (former province in

southwest China, today part of Szechuan), Mao insisted upon pushing northward to

Shensi where another Communist base already existed. Mao reasoned that the

Japanese, not the Nationalists, were the immediate threat (after all, if Japan prevailed

there would be no China or Nationalists to overcome) and he wanted to be close

enough to reach the Japanese when conditions were right. This could not be

accomplished from far away Sikang. Completing their torturous march, the remnants

of the Red Army eventually settled in Yenan, which in time became the Communists’

wartime capital.

The Communists, after arriving and reorganizing in the northwest, found themselves

still at war with Nationalist troops from Manchuria who in turn had been forced out

of their homeland by the Japanese. Despite Chiang Kai-shek’s order to continue the

extermination campaign against them, the Communists balked at fighting against

fellow Chinese with an even more hated enemy threatening their existence. A cease-

fire was called to consider the question. Kidnapped by the Communists while on a

military visit to the northern city of Sian in December, 1936, Chiang, with Russian

urging, was forced to agree to cooperation with the Communists to form a united

front against Japan. This agreement permitted united action against the greater

menace of increasing Japanese aggression. Two actions coming out of the agreement

have numismatic significance. Firstly, the Communists agreed to dissolve the Chinese

Soviet Republic, thus bringing to an end their bank note issues. Secondly, as a

condition to the agreement, the Kuomintang insisted that the Communists cease

issuing their own currency. This explains the almost total lack of base area issues

dated 1936 and 1937.

The new Shensi base area, just south of Inner Mongolia, was an ideal spot from

which to recruit, train and rebuild the Red Army. The old political strategies from

the Kiangsi period were adhered to. The winter of 1935-1936 was hard on the Long

March survivors who had come from south China. Here they faced the hardships of

the cruel northwest climate for the first time. Yenan was situated in a valley ringed

by yellow clay hills. For centuries the peasants here had chosen to live in caves

carved into the hillsides. They were cool in summer and warm in winter. Impossible

to bomb from the air, they made an ideal headquarters. Here were established living

quarters, storage areas, hospitals and factories. Ordinary people flocked to the new

base to volunteer their services. The Communists had been urging resistance against

Japan since 1935. The Japanese seeing that the Chinese would not yield to their
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demands, decided on a course of elimination. By the time actual war had broken out

with Japan on 7 July 1937, the Communists had built up their forces into the Eighth

Route (marching) Army, which was placed under the nominal command of the

Nationalists.

Having started the war against China by staging the incident at the Marco Polo

bridge, Japan went on to capture and secure the coastal cities and the communications

network. From there they advanced inland, moving up rivers to capture major

Chinese cities. The brunt of resistance against the Japanese armies was borne by the

Nationalists, since they were the ones in charge of cities and communications. The
Red armies attacked the Japanese in the countryside, using Mao’s guerrilla tactics,

whenever circumstances were favorable, and retreated when they were not. In this

way they conserved their strength to fight another day.

The Soviets were more successful in spreading their doctrine among the peasants of

the northwest than were the Nationalists. Land was confiscated from the rich and

given to the poor. Opium fields were destroyed and turned over to food cultivation.

Machinery which had been saved during the Long March was set up in caves to

produce arms, gunpowder, shoes, cloth and paper. Shunning conscription, as was the

practice in the Nationalist army, the Communists offered incentives for enlistment.

All who signed up were given a plot of land to be tilled in their absence, giving the

soldiers an incentive to prevent the landlords’ return. By the end of the war against

Japanese aggression the Communists controlled an area of ninety million people, or

twenty percent of the population. The Eighth Route Army had grown to 900,000 men.

Mao tried everything to win popular support in the war against Japan. Shadow

governments were set up in liberated areas with officials elected by the peasants.

These base areas made their own laws, published their own books and newspapers,

issued currency and even had their own postal system. Yenan, the capital, although

physically separated from many of these areas, was in constant radio contact with

them. The scattered areas occupied by the Communist Party and its armies grew

during World War II until most of north China was under its control. By the close

of World War II in 1945 nineteen such "Liberated Areas" had been created in Shensi,

central and south China. All had their own banking systems. The Red regime was

popular with the people of these border regions and liberated areas, in part, due to the

economic reforms instituted by these banks. With the defeat of the Japanese in 1945

communism in China passed from phase U to phase III, all out Civil War.

Edgar Snow was the first foreign journalist to arrive in Yenan in 1936. His classic

Red Star Over China was published two years later. Mao permitted him to roam

throughout the Red bases at will speaking with whomever he wished. Snow’s reports

were the first to describe life under the Communists and were eagerly read throughout

the West. Soon other journalists were dispatched by their papers to cover the

Communist movement. After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor these channels of

information about conditions in Communist held areas became of increasing

importance to the United States. Soon thereafter, these journalists were augmented

by war correspondents who reported the fighting on a regular basis. The author has

in his collection of bank notes of this period a 1941 five yuan note of the Shensi-

Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Bank signed on the back "Pepper Martin - New York

Post", undoubtedly a souvenir sent home to family or friend.
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Prior to the arrival of the survivors of the Long March, the Shensi soviet, in the

spring of 1935, had authorized the founding of the Shensi-Kansu-Shansi Soviet Bank

to issue silver dollar and copper coin notes. With the arrival of the Red Army in

October 1935, northern Shensi became the Communists’ principal revolutionary base.

The local soviet which had been located there since 1931 was dissolved to become

the Northwest headquarters of the Chinese soviets. During the winter 1935-1936 the

Chinese Soviet Republic National Bank was renamed the Chinese Soviet Republic

National Bank - Northwest Branch, while at the same time absorbing the short-lived

Shensi-Kansu-Shansi Soviet Bank. The Northwest Branch bank issued a series of

notes of various denominations first on locally made paper and later, because of the

poor paper quality, on cloth. After the Sian incident, resulting in the renewal of

cooperation with the Nationalists, the Chinese Soviet Republic was dissolved and the

area renamed the Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area.

One yuan paper note of the Chinese Soviet Republic National Bank - Northwest Branch..dated 1935

Very little is known of the Anti-Japanese Aggression People’s Revolutionary

Committee notes. It is believed they were issued in 1936 on the authority of the

Shenfu Special District - an area of northern Shensi. These attractive notes were

printed on both cloth and paper employing various Communist slogans on their

reverses.

Surviving specimen of the five chiao (50 fen) cloth note of the Bank of the Anti-Japanese Aggression

People’s Revolutionary Committee. Probably a 1936 issue when Chinese popular opinion was running

strongly against Japanese business expansion in north China.
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The term "border area", one should think, would refer to land adjacent to the frontier

of China. This is not the meaning the Communists intended for the term, however.

Instead, "border area" referred to a revolutionary base area from which to carry on the

guerrilla war against the Japanese. Border areas contained governmental

administrative functions - including banking - which, because of their isolation one

from the other, became independent both geographically and economically.

It was general practice within each border area to establish a bank engaged in

ordinary business, which issued bank notes and met the needs of the border area

economy and financial administration. These banks were totally independent one

from the other due to their obvious geographic and economic separation. This became

a built-in advantage when a border area came under attack, however, as there were

numerous occasions when a bank was overrun in the course of a Communist retreat.

In such cases, the failure of the overrun bank did not spread to other areas. Border

areas overrun by the Japanese, and later the Nationalist armies after World War n,

undoubtedly explain the sudden demise and disappearance of some of these banks.

Furthermore, these banks were directed to carry on a financial war against the

currencies employed by both the Kuomintang and Japanese sides. As such, they

provided direct opposition to the notes of the Central Bank of China, the Japanese

puppet Federal Reserve Bank of China, Central Reserve Bank of China, and others.

Similar currencies were also issued by the border area trading companies and

cooperative stores. Collectively all these notes came to be regarded as "border

currency".

Phase LI bank notes were of superior workmanship to those of the early soviets.

Although the quality of paper used was generally poor, the notes were well designed

and printed in multiple colors taking on the appearance of "real" money. Cloth notes

fell into disfavor as no longer necessary. Designs, for the most part, emphasized

agricultural and patriotic themes. Chairman Mao’s portrait appeared on the issues of

several banks, while those of Lenin, Marx and Stalin disappeared altogether. Most

notes were produced by lithography using stone or metal plates or from woodcuts.

Only one instance of engraving is known - the unissued 100,000 yuan note of the

Bank of Bai Hai.

The Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area

The first of the border areas, established in 1938, was the Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia

Border Area with its several issuing banks. A dire shortage of small change

developed immediately after the outbreak of the war against Japan, severely impeding

commerce. To alleviate the situation the Kuang Hua Commercial Company, a

government trading agency, was authorized to issue small denomination notes called

"Guangxua Shangdian", or "notes of the Guang Hua Store". The first of these made

their appearance in 1938 in denominations of 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 fen (cents). A
further issue of 50 and 75 fen was released in 1940. The latter is the only instance

of a Communist note of 75 fen denomination known to the author. Both issues

gained wide acceptance and circulation within the region. Shortly thereafter the

Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Bank was established and began issuing currency

on the 18th of February, 1941.
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Guangxua Shangdian, the Guang Hua Store, was a commercial venture located in the

communist capital of Yenan in the Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area. It issued

small change notes in 1938 to alleviate a shortage of coin caused by hoarding. The

2 fen, or 2 cents note, is shown here.

Front and back side of the 1943 one hundred yuan issue of the Shensi-Kansu-

Ninghsia Border Area Bank. It wasn’t until the early 1940s that communist banks

became less mobile and could boast anything like a headquarters building such as the

one shown here.

The decision to renew Communist currency issues despite the agreed upon ban, was

due to the deteriorating relations between the Communists and the Kuomintang. The
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Nationalist armies had begun to surround and blockade the border areas, one such

area in Anhwei province coming under an annihilating surprise attack by the

Kuomintang. After that the Communists reverted to self reliance in all things -

including banking. Shortly thereafter, Chiang Kia-shek used the renewed issue of

"illegal" currency by the Communists (the Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Bank
notes) as a pretext to outlaw the Eighth Route Army and to cease paying the salaries

of its soldiers from Kuomintang government funds.

Unhappily the bank notes of the Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Bank were

subject to wide fluctuations in value and increased inflation. Between 1941 and 1944

they lost seven-eighths of their value when measured against the Kuomintang fa-pai -

which itself had begun to suffer from inflation. The principal cause of the bank’s

failure to prosper can be traced to an adverse balance of payments. The export of

salt, oil and other commodities was simply insufficient to offset the import of needed

manufactured goods which could not be produced locally in such a primitive place.

To keep up with this imbalance additional currency was printed.

It is also known that a 1942 issue of cloth money of 100 yuan denomination was

made by the Sanbian branch of the border area bank. This branch served three far-

western counties situated on the caravan crossroads of Ninghsia and Sinkiang. The

issue was necessitated by increased trade for which the existing small denomination

notes of the Guang Hua Store proved insufficient.

Due to inflation a new type of currency was introduced in 1944. These bills were

known as Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Trading Company circulating notes.

They had face values twenty times that of the old notes. They circulated side-by-side

with those of the border area bank and the Guang Hua Store. This issue retained its

relative value until eventually exchanged against notes of the People’s Bank of China

in 1949.

Shensi-Suiyuan Border Area

As the Communist movement expanded throughout north China and the Eighth Route

Army gained and held more and more ground, new border areas were created to

accommodate them. By the end of 1941 three such border area governments had

been established. The Shensi-Suiyuan area was one of them. To serve this area the

Farmers Bank of Northwest China was established in May 1940. Its emissions were

known as "Northwest peasant’s currency". After the merger of the Shensi-Kansu-

Ninghsia and Shensi-Suiyuan base areas the Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Bank

stopped issuing money, and was absorbed into the Farmers Bank of Northwest China.

This bank then became the sole bank of issue for the "Northwest Liberated Area".

Its notes enjoyed a long life serving the people of Shensi and Suiyuan until finally

redeemed by the People’s Bank of China in 1949. The notes themselves were well

executed depicting principally agricultural scenes, others showing the bank’s

headquarters building, the Great Wall of China and other familiar scenes. Some

carried the Romanization of the bank’s name "Sibei Nung Min Inxang" on their

reverse. The first issue in 1940 was in fen and one and two yuan notes, rapidly

escalating in denomination until the final emission in 1948, when a 50,000 yuan

issued became necessary to keep up with inflation.
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Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Border Area

This border area was established in January 1938 and several months later the Bank

of Shansi, Chahar and Hopei was formed with its headquarters in Wut’ai in Shansi.

Initially the bank’s notes were to circulate at par with those of the Kuomintang. In

October 1941, however, all outstanding Nationalist notes were called in and

exchanged at this rate. This was done due to the pressure the Japanese puppet

Federal Reserve Bank had placed upon the fa-pai yuan. Henceforth all forms of

Nationalist currency were forbidden to circulate within the area. The bank maintained

branches in such places as Chi Chung, Wang Chun Chuan and Li Run Tian. This

bank was a prolific issuer of bank notes. In 1944 alone the value of currency issued

was 200 million yuan. After 1945 the bank’s sphere of influence expanded to include

Liaoning and Jehol provinces. Some issues were subsequently marked for circulation

Bank of Shansi, Chahar and Hopei 500 yuan, 1945. This bank produced some of the

best executed and most colorful notes in the communist bank series. Almost all were

produced by lithography.
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in Hopei, Liaoning and Jehol. The paper issued in their manufacture was generally

poor, reflecting on general conditions and production difficulties faced by the

Communists at that time. Many of the earlier notes were produced in a vertical

format, a practice that ceased after 1945. Their designs are among the most pleasing

of the soviet issues, depicting agrarian scenes and typical rural panoramas
characteristic of north China. The notes of the Bank of Shansi, Chahar and Hopei
continued to circulate until the end of the war when they were redeemed through

exchange with the new People’s Bank of China renminbi (people’s money) at the rate

of 1000 to one.

The Bank of Shansi, Chahar and Hopei was a prolific issuer. Its notes first made

their appearance in 1938 as border area issues and continued into 1947 when the

bank was incorporated into the Bank of Chang Chung. Shown here are the ten yuan

1943 issue and the 1000 yuan note of 1945.
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At this writing nothing is known of the Seventh District Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Border

Area Cooperative Society other than the notes which have been left behind as

numismatic evidence of its existence. We do know something of the cooperative

society system used by the Communists, however. These societies sprang up in

border areas with government encouragement after the outbreak of war against Japan.

The idea was to encourage self-sufficiency and independence from outside economic

influences. They rapidly increased in number, some of them attaining huge reserves

of funds due to the profits made. The largest of these were producer cooperatives

engaged in the textile, dyeing, salt, cottonseed oil production, coal mining, flour

milling and porcelain manufacturing businesses. By trading his shares of salt, for

example, a member could obtain goods produced from outside the border area. Some
cooperatives were publicly run trading companies. The Seventh District Cooperative

must have been one of them, probably engaged in either the textile or salt trade.

The Seventh Administrative District Cooperative Society was located in the Shansi-

Chahar-Hopei Border Area Since the early 1930s, the Communist Party had

encouraged cooperative societies to issue their own money to support local commerce

and industry. Front and back of the 1941 ten cent note is depicted here.

Shansi-Hopei-Honan Border Area

Next we move on to the Shansi-Hopei-Honan border area. The predominant bank

here was the Bank of Chinan which first issued currency in October 1939. As with

the Bank of Shansi-Chahar and Hopei notes, they were to circulate at par with fa-pai

until the Kuomintang yuan was later prohibited from circulation in the area. The head
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office of the bank was located at Nankung in Hopei province. The 1939 issue

consisted of 10, 20, 25 and 50 fen notes together with yuan notes from one to one

hundred. No less than five different yuan notes dated 1939 were issued together with

three ten yuan, and two each of the twenty and fifty yuan. Why this was done

remains unexplained. Perhaps different designs were meant for different localities;

however, only the 50 yuan issue supports this theory with one note containing the

characters for T’ai Yueh and the other designated for circulation in Ping Y’uen. Bank

of Chinan notes underwent the most severe depreciation of all border area currencies.

Chinan currency remained in circulation until redeemed by the People’s Bank of

China at the rate of 100 to one.

The Bank of Chinan issued notes in the Northeast China Border Area from 1939 until

1948 when its remaining notes were exchanged for the new People’s Currency at the

rate of 100:1. Its notes displayed both rural and industrial scenes. Depicted here are

the two and ten yuan issued of 1939.
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Another bank which issued notes within this border area was the Southern Hopei

Bank, set up in October 1939. Although its issues were small it survived the war, and

after ten years of operation it too traded notes for renminbi at the rate of 100 to one.

Shantung Border Area

The Bank of Shangtong, in 1938, released an issue of 10, 20 and 50 fen fractionals

together with one and five yuan notes. Then the bank disappeared, to be absorbed into

the Chinan Bank. The Bank of West Shantung had a varied issue of chiao, fen, cents

and yuan in 1940 and 1941. Included among the 1941 notes was one of four fen

denomination - the only instance where a Communist bank used this denomination,

to my knowledge. Cut off from the rest of the base area by war, the Bank of West

Shantung continued to issue yuan notes until it ceased operation in 1945.

The dominant bank in this region was the Bank of Bai Hai (Pei Hai Bank of China).

This bank was known far and wide as the "North Sea" bank. Commencing operations

in August 1938 it was headquartered first in Yexian county in Shantung province only

to move its offices to Linyi county in 1940. This bank had many branches, the names

of which were reflected on some of its notes. Towns with branch banks included

Lunan, Qinghe, Bohai, Jiaodong, Luzhong and Binhai. Its emissions were popularly

called "peihai currency". Initially, it too was at parity with fa-pai but in this case the

notes rose against those of the Nationalists until, in 1943, it took five fa-pai to buy

one yuan in Bank of Bai Hai notes. Its many notes showed such rural scenes as

winnowing rice, plowing, sheep grazing, threshing and irrigating. The highest

denomination was a 100,000 yuan note prepared in 1948 but never released. In the

end peihai currency held up fairly well, being traded at 100 to one of the new
renminbi.

The Bank of Bai Hai served the Shantung area for ten years from 1938 through 1948.

Also known as the Bank of Pei Hai, it had four additional names all of which

appeared on its notes from time to time. This long lived institution issued more notes

than any other communist bank. Shown here is the ten yuan "Bo Xai Inxang"

offering of 1945.
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Bank of Pei Hai 1942 one yuan issue, front and back.

Central China Border Area

Geographically, the Central China Border Area was the largest. Its various banks

served portions of Kiangsu, Anhwei, Hupei, Honan, Hupeh and Chekiang provinces

and the island of Hainan. The Hunan-Hupeh Border Construction Bank was formed

in June 1941 under the auspices of the New Fourth Army. Located in the Dabie

mountains at the intersection of Anhwei, Honan and Hupei it served the Communists

of that area. It continued to issue notes at least through 1944.
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Many new banks were formed in the spring and summer of 1942 to combat the

effects of and as a defense against the newly released Central Reserve Bank of China

notes put in place by the puppet Reform Government of China. These included the

Yanfu Bank, the Huaihai Regional Bank, the Kiang Hwai Bank of China, the Hupeh

Regional Bank, the Huainan Bank and the Ta Chiang Bank. As a general rule these

banks started on a parity with the Nationalist notes then circulating in the area,

gaining in value against the fa-pai until the Kuomintang notes were forbidden to

circulate. Most of these issues were poor in quality when compared to the yuan of

the Republic of China. Generally, they were lithographed. Many of the notes were

of a smaller size than normal in an effort to conserve paper. In some cases larger

denominations were smaller than lower ones, a case in point being the notes of the

Hupeh Regional Bank where the five yuan note is smaller than the one yuan.

The Kiang Hwai Bank of China served the central Kiangsu area from 1940 to 1945.

Some of its notes featured a portrait of Mao Tse-tung. They are the only Communist

bank notes to carry the printer’s imprint on them.

The notes of the Huainan Bank were produced commencing 1942 by both woodcut

and lithography. Most scenes depicted are of a patriotic nature.

Northern Kiangsu was served by the Huaihai Regional Bank, while the southern part

of the province fell under the province of the Yanfu Bank. Both issues are quite

scarce.

The Tai Chiang Bank served portions of Anhwei province. The romanized version

of this bank went under the name "Dagiang Inxang". With a few exceptions all notes

were produced by the woodcut method and contained patriotic vignettes of peasants

and soldiers. Denominations were small, the largest issue being a 20 yuan note in

1945.

Little is known of the Bank of Kiangnau other than the fact that it took its name from

the old provincial area of Kiangnan which was then made up of what are now Anhwei

and Hupeh provinces. It is interesting that the denomination "dollar" and "yuan" are

used interchangeably on the notes of its 1945 issue. The notes are beautifully

executed showing rural scenes.

Another rural bank was the Bank of East Chekiang located in the Siming mountains

of that province. Its issues were confined to the period 1944-1945, This bank had

several branches in Yuyao and Sanbei. The largest issue was a ten yuan note of

1945. Later bearer checks were issued which circulated as currency.

Without a doubt the largest issues of bank notes in this area was the Bank of Central

China. Founded at the end of the war in August, 1945 it was a merger of all the

aforementioned banks. It did issue a provisional note in 1944 however. This note

displays a four character overprint on the 1944 fifty yuan note of the Kiang Hwai

Bank of China, the only such overprinted note in the Communist bank series.

Inasmuch as the note issues of this bank belong to the "Liberated Area" issues, it will

be discussed in detail under phase III banks.
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Bank of East Chekiang 5 chaio (50 cent) note of 1945. This short lived bank was

created at the end of the Japanese war to serve the soviet which had been established

there. It was overrun by the Nationalist army shortly thereafter.
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TABLE 2

PHASE II (1936-1945): ISSUES OF THE WAR OF RESISTANCE AGAINST
JAPAN

Shensi-Kansu Base Area:

Chinese Soviet Republic National Bank - Northwest Branch

1935-1936 issue of fen, chiao, dollars and yuan. Former Chinese

Soviet Republic National Bank (Kiangsi). Moved to Yenan after

Long March.

Bank of the Anti-Japanese Aggression People’s Revolutionary Committee

1936 issue of fen, yuan. Paper and cloth notes.

Shensi-Kansu Provincial Soviet Bank

1935 issue of yuan notes.

Yenan Border Area Bank

No information available.

Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area:

Shensi-Kansu-Shansi Soviet Bank

1936 issue of yuan notes.

Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Area Bank
1941-1945 issues of cents, yuan. Successor to Chinese Soviet

Republic National Bank - Northwest Branch. Paper and cloth

notes. Romanized as: "Shaan Gan Ning Bianky Inxan".

Based in Yenan.

Guang Hua Store of Yenan

Romanized name: "Guangxua Shangdian".

A commercial venture. 1938-1940 issues in cents.

Shensi-Kansu-Ninghsia Border Region Trading Company
Commercial enterprise. Currency introduced 1944.

Continued into phase III.

Shensi-Suiyuan Border Area:

Farmers Bank of Northwest China

1940-1945 issues of yuan notes. Successor to Shensi-Kansu-

Ninghsia Border Area Bank. Romanized title: "Sibei Nung
Min Inxang". Continued issues into phase ID.

Suiyuan-Mongolia Border Area Bank
No information available.

Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Border Area:

Bank of Shansi, Chahar and Hopei

1938-1945 issues of coppers, cents and yuan. Many branches.

Prolific issuer. Continued issues into phase IE.

Seventh Administrative District Shansi-Chahar-Hopei Area

Cooperative Society

Romanized name: "Zinchagi Dicixingzhengky". 1941-1942 issues

of cent and chaio notes.
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TABLE 2. (cont.)

Shansi-Hopei-Honan Border Area:

Southern Hopei Bank

1945 issue of fen and yuan notes.

Bank of Chinan

1939-1945 issues of coppers, cents, yuan. Many branches.

Prolific issuer. Continued issues into phase III.

Shansi-Hopei-Shantung-Honan Border Region Bank

Closed in April, 1948. No information available on note issues.

Hopei-Shantung-Honan Border Area Bank
No information available.

Southern Shansi Border Area Bank

No information available.

Honan-Hopei Border Area Bank

No information available.

Shantung Border Area:

Bank of Shangtong

1938 issue of cents, yuan.

Bank of West Shantung

1940-1945 issues of fen, chiao, cents, yuan. At its demise in

1945 this bank had issued the equivalent of $5 billion in fa-pai.

Bank of Bai Hai

1938-1945 issues of cents and yuan notes. Predominant issuer in

Shantung province. Other names under which notes were

issued include: Pei Hai Bank of China, Bank of Pei Hai, Beei

Hai Bank, Bo Xai Inxang and B.X. Inxang. Many branches.

Popularly referred to as "North Sea" bank. Continued into phase III.

Kiangsu-Shantung Border Area Bank

No information available.

Central China Border Area:

Hupeh Regional Bank

1940-1945 issue of yuan notes.

Provincial Treasury of Hupeh-East Hupeh Branch

1940-1942 issue of chiao, yuan notes.

Yanfu Bank

1940-

1945 issue of yuan notes. Southern Kiangsu.

Kiang Hwai Bank of China

1941-

1945 issue of cents, yuan notes. Issued by the Fourth Army
for use in Kiangsu.

Huainan Bank

1942-

1944 issues of cents and yuan notes. Romanized version:

"Xuainan Jinxang". Located on the island of Hainan.
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TABLE 2. (cont.)

Central China Border Area (Cont.):

Ta Chiang Bank
1942-1945 issues of chiao, yuan. Romanized version:

"Dagiang Inxang".

Huaihai Regional Bank

1942 issue of yuan notes. Northern Kiangsu.

Hunan-Hupeh Border Construction Bank

1942-1944 issue of yuan notes.

Bank of Kiangnau

1945 issue of yuan notes.

Bank of Central China

1944-1945 issue of cents, yuan. Successor to Kiang Hwai Bank

of China and Yanfu Bank. 1944 provisional overprinted issue.

Continued issues into phase HI.

Bank of East Chekiang

1944-1945 issues of chiao, yuan notes. Several branches.

Banks of Unknown Origin:

Antung Bank

Mentioned by Kann.

Sung Chiang Bank

Mentioned by Kann.

Border Area Trading Bureau

Mentioned by Kann.

Bank of Mu Dan Kiang

1946 issue of 100 yuan reported.

Suchung Bank

Mentioned by Miyashita.

Huinung Bank

Mentioned by Miyashita.

Heilungkiang Provincial Bank

1946 issue of 10 yuan reported.

(To be continued)



THE DOG AND THE AFGHANISTAN CAMPAIGN MEDAL

David Spencer Smith, Miami, Florida, NI #LM-92

A recent NI BULLETIN article (Smith, 1998) considered the copper fulus produced

during the British occupation of the city of Qandahar during the Second Afghan War,

and an unusual footnote is now added. It was mentioned that in the final phase of the

war, on 27th July 1880, Ayub Khan "...defeated a sizeable British force from

Qandahar at Maiwand, and besieged the city". Ayub Khan was a son of Sher Ali, a

former ruler of Afghanistan; in September 1879 he was responsible for the massacre

of the British envoy and staff in Kabul and was, in effect, a war-lord operating

outside central governmental control. Seven weeks after Maiwand, his forces were

routed at the battle of Qandahar [often written as Kandahar or Candahar in British

texts] by a force commanded by General Roberts, who in twenty days had marched

over 300 miles from Kabul with his army of British, Gurkha and Indian troops.

While this battle on 1st September ended the war, British occupation of the city

continued until 21st April 1881; Qandahar was then handed over to Abdur Rahman,

the new ruler of Afghanistan.

Even the names of many battles fought on distant campaigns during the last century

and earlier fade, except in the collective memory of the regiments who fought them.

After publication of the article on the Qandahar fulus, the author chanced to visit the

Royal Gloucestershire, Berkshire and Wiltshire Regiment Museum in Salisbury,

England, where the battle of Maiwand is vividly recalled, since it was the 66th

(Berkshire) Regiment that was almost destroyed on that day. The Museum offers a

penny-size medallet (Fig. 1) bearing on the obverse the appropriate ‘Mature bust’ of

Victoria and inscription as on the British penny (KM-754), and on the reverse a dog,

with the inscription "Maiwand Afghanistan. Bobbie 1880". The museum’s exhibit

described how this dog came to be presented to Queen Victoria with the Afghanistan

1878-1880 Campaign Medal. The following brief details of the circumstances of the

unique presentation are taken from the exhibit, with notes on the battle from the

official regimental history (Petre, 1925).

Fig. 1

In brief, the small rough-haired terrier was the mascot of the 66th (Berkshire)

Regiment, in the care of Sgt P. Kelly. The regiment left Qandahar, moving west to

cover the Helmand river, to block Ayub Khan’s approach to the city and, near the

village of Maiwand on 27th July, they were attacked from the hills by Ayub’s troops

who outnumbered them at least ten-to-one, augmented by an even larger number of
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tribal irregulars. Initially, the Afghans suffered heavy losses, but the British lines

became confused and the troops fell back in three groups. One group, of about 100

officers and men all died, making repeated stands until the last, when only eleven

remained. The 66th (Berkshire) Regiment had 19 officers and 497 other ranks taking

part in the battle; of these ten officers and 275 other ranks died and 32 were

wounded. The regimental history records details of the thirty-three hour fighting

retreat of survivors along the 50 hostile and waterless miles back to Qandahar, and

the further losses suffered en route. The museum exhibit describes how the dog

returned alone from Maiwand to Qandahar "bedraggled, dirty and covered in blood"

with a bullet injury. After Ayub Khan’s defeat, the 66th (Berkshire) Regiment

returned to England via Karachi and Bombay, reaching Portsmouth in February 1881.

Later that year the Regiment, with the now recovered Bobbie, visited the Isle of

Wight to be received by Queen Victoria. At Osborne House the Queen "was greatly

moved by the story of his devotion and...presented Bobbie with the Afghan medal,

tying it herself to his collar with its ribbon of green and red".

The regimental history records that the London Gazette of 7th June 1881 announced

that:

"The Queen has been graciously pleased to permit the following

Regiments to bear the words specified below upon their standards,

Colours and appointments respectively in commemoration of their

gallant behaviour during the recent campaigns in Afghanistan. . ,66th

(Berkshire) Regiment "Kandahar 1880"

"Afghanistan 1879-80"

The silver Afghanistan 1878-79-80 Campaign Medal is shown in Fig. 2

Fig. 2

A century ago, the battle of Maiwand was fresh in British memory. A painting that

included the regimental mascot in the "Stand of the Last Eleven" by Frank Feller was

exhibited in the National Gallery, and the display notes that, in introducing Dr.

Watson to his public, Conan Doyle (1887) recorded in "Study in Scarlet" the doctor’s

attachment to the 66th (Berkshire) Regiment and the severe injury he sustained at the

battle of Maiwand, before his association with Sherlock Holmes began. The museum
display notes the similarity between this injury and that suffered at Maiwand by

Surgeon-Major A. F. Preston, as recorded in the regimental history.
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At first sight, it might seem odd to commemorate a disaster in battle with a medallet

for the surviving mascot. Yet it seems to the author an effective reminder of an event

that took place over a century ago; a battle that although costly, led swiftly to Ayub
Khan’s defeat and the end of the Second Afghan War, introducing years of stability

in the region.

The author is grateful to Lt Col David Chilton, the museum’s Manager and Curator,

for approving use of material in the Maiwand display and for making available details

from the regimental history. Information on the museum may be obtained from: The

Wardrobe, 58 The Close, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP1 2EX, UK, or the Internet:

<www .thewardrobe, org.uk>
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SEA CREATURES ON ICELAND COINS

All of the coins of Iceland have pictures

of sea creatures on them. That is not

surprising because Iceland is an island

and fishing is their most important

industry. Iceland was first settled by

Vikings from Norway over 1,000 years

ago.

This coin has a picture of a skate on it.

Skates are related to the sting ray which

is found all along the Atlantic coast of

the United States. Skates are bottom

feeders and will eat almost anything they

can find.

When this coin was made it was worth

less than a U.S. cent. It was only

minted in 1981 because it soon lost most

of its value due to inflation. Coins of

Iceland 5 Aurar 1981, KM-24 larger denominations replaced them.

(Submitted by Bill Mullan)
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TO BE A PILGRIM • • • • II

Bob Forrest, Manchester, England, NI #2382

After Jerusalem and Rome, the third most important place of pilgrimage was Santiago

de Compostela in north-west Spain. The magnificent cathedral here owes its

reputation to its being the supposed burial place of the apostle Santiago, or St. James

the Greater of New Testament fame, who is supposed to have brought the gospel to

Spain from Palestine in about AD 40 (1). The saint is commonly known as Santiago

Matamoros (the Moor-slayer) on account of his ghostly intervention on the side of the

Spanish in their expulsion of the Moors from Spain, for which deeds he became the

patron saint of Spain - Spain’s equivalent of England’s St. George.

Santiago Matamoros features in an action-packed battle scene on the modem grey

metal medal pictured VA times actual size in Fig. 1 which, as its reverse legend

indicates, is a souvenir of Santiago (RECUERDO DE SANTIAGO). "Action-packed"

is no exaggeration, either, for legend has it that at the battle of Clavijo in AD 845 the

saint slew fully 60,000 Moors all on his own, a feat which puts even Rambo to shame

and which becomes even more remarkable when one considers that it was done by

the apostle of one who had instructed his followers to love even their enemies...

A similar scene of holy carnage features on the silver scallop-shaped medal shown,

again VA times actual size, in Fig. 2, this one being a souvenir of the Jubilee Year

(2) of 1943.

The scallop shape of Fig. 2 is worthy of special mention, for the scallop shell is the

special emblem of the apostle Santiago, and a recognised badge of the pilgrims to his

shrine. Quite why is far from clear. Santiago de Compostela is at least 15 miles

from the sea, though as visitors to restaurants there will know, the scallop is a
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Galician delicacy that is readily found inland, and always has been. It has been

suggested that in the dim and distant past, some purveyor of these tasty morsels in

Santiago had the bright idea of selling them under the catch-phrase that, like the saint

himself on his arrival from Palestine, they came from the sea. The shell being so

eye-catching, the connection, once made, stuck (3). Readers will find various other

explanations on offer in the extant literature - indeed, we shall see one later in the

present article - but all rather smack of having been devised after the event, to explain

something whose true origins were really quite unknown. The scallop-vendor

explanation, on the other hand, always seems to me to have enough of the human
element about it for it to be somewhere near the truth. Whatever the real reason, it

caught on to such an extent that the archbishops of Santiago sought to ‘copyright’ it,

and were given papal backing to excommunicate anyone found selling scallop-shells

to pilgrims other than in the city itself (4), though it would appear that this ruling

gradually lost its force, for over the centuries the shell has become a symbol of

pilgrimage generally, not just of pilgrimage to the shrine of the apostle.

Front

Another very neat and unusual scallop-shell medal is shown twice actual size in Fig.

3. This is a tiny model shell in silver which opens up as shown to reveal inside the

crude figure of what at first looks to be the Virgin Mary but which is more likely

intended to be the figure of Santiago enthroned, this being another regular

representation of the saint, as on the silver uniface medal shown l
lA times actual size

in Fig. 4.

For visitors to the cathedral, there is an impressive

wooden statue of Santiago Matamoros in the north

transept, whilst Santiago enthroned sits over the main

altar. The cruciform symbol on the reverse of the

scallop-shell in Fig. 3, incidentally, is another regular

symbol of the saint, to be seen throughout the city -

even on confectionary! It is the ‘sword of St. James’

(5), and thus harks back to his Moor-slaying in the

name of Christ - hence cruciform sword (or swordiform

cross...)
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The aluminum medal shown actual size in Fig. 5 is another medal which, like Fig. 2,

relates to a Jubilee Year (Ano Santo = Holy Year) - this time 1915. The obverse

shows the figure of the apostle holding a staff in his right hand and a book in his left

(no, not the Koran..!). The legend reads DECVS HISPANI(AE) S JACOB ORA PRO
NOBIS = Glory of Spain, St. James, pray for us. However it is the reverse which

concerns us more here, for it shows the tomb of the apostle with a star shining down
on it.

To explain what is going on here we need to back-track somewhat (6). Santiago,

having preached the gospel in Spain, returned with a few disciples to Palestine where,

in AD 44, he became the first of the apostles to suffer martyrdom (he was beheaded -

see Acts 12.2). His disciples rescued his remains, though, and, boarding a miraculous

ship "without sail or rudder" (7a), found themselves safely conducted back to Spain

again. Thus it was that Santiago’s relics returned to the former scene of the apostle’s

preaching.

On approaching the coast of Galicia the voyagers saw a horseman riding along the

sea-shore. For some reason the horse bolted and plunged into the sea, but by divine

providence both horse and rider emerged safely after only a brief spell, but -

wondrous to behold - both were seen to be festooned in scallop shells! Yes, you’ve

guessed it, that is why the scallop-shell became the special emblem of St. James!

Landing at what is now Padron on the Spanish coast, the disciples buried St. James

in a sarcophagus housed inside a cave, but as time went by devotion to the saint

apparently declined, for the location of his tomb was gradually forgotten. Until the

early 9th century, that is, when the Moorish occupation of Spain was in full swing,

and the country needed a bit of divine help.

It was at that time that a hermit named Pelayo (or Palagio), who lived in the vicinity

of Padrdn, began to see a very bright star hovering over a hill covered in thick

undergrowth. It appeared repeatedly, accompanied by lantern-like meteors, and was

clearly indicating this place as the location of something special. Informing the local
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bishop of these queer goings-on, an expedition was launched to investigate, and a

gang of workmen set to work to clear the tangled undergrowth and see what was
underneath. Sure enough, they found the cave containing the earthly remains of St.

James - they knew it was him because there was a parchment with the body which

said it was, a certificate of authenticity, as it were (7b). (Unfortunately the said

parchment subsequently ‘disappeared’ - at least, no-one knows where it is today, and

it has been lost for so long that scholarly folk have given up looking for it)

In due course the saint’s body was moved inland from Padrdn - to keep it safe from

pirates and marauders, it is said, though quite what they would want with a defunct

saint is far from clear - presumably they could have sold him on the black market in

relics or something such. At any rate, moved inland he was, to the town now known
as Santiago de Compostela, the epithet "Compostela" supposedly deriving from the

Latin "Campus Stellae" = The Field of the Star, and referring to the star which led

Pelayo to the saint’s body. The rest, as they say, is history, and St. James now lies

in an elaborate silver sarcophagus in a crypt beneath the great cathedral of the city

(8).

The reverse of the medal in Fig. 5 is in fact a composite picture of these events, for

it shows the star of Pelayo ’s time shining down on the present-day silver sarcophagus

- a neat image.

But the skeptical brigade are not happy. For a start they are suspicious about

Compostela = Campus Stellae, saying that this is pure phonetic fancy for which there

isn’t a shred of serious evidence. Indeed, the whole story of the star is, they say, a

bit too much like the Star of Bethlehem for academic comfort, and that miraculous

ship doesn’t help much either. Secondly, they are not happy with that disappearing

certificate of authenticity of the saint’s remains: the whole thing is just too "iffy", they

say. Thirdly, and more seriously, there is no evidence that St. James ever set foot in

Spain. Indeed, there is a tradition of the early church which says that none of the

apostles actually left Jerusalem until after St. James’s death, so that Santiago almost

certainly never preached the gospel in Spain in about AD 40 as legend claims. This

is confirmed by Romans chapter 15, written in about AD 58, which tells us that Paul

planned to preach in Spain (verses 24 & 28) where no-one else had preached up until

then (this being the implication of verses 20-21) (9). But if St James had never

preached in Spain, there would have been no reason for the miraculous ship to take

his remains "back" to Spain, and no (presumed Spanish) disciples to accompany them!

Finally, to add insult to injury, there are those who argue that not only are the

remains resting in that silver sarcophagus in Santiago cathedral not those of St. James,

they are actually those of a heretic named Priscillian (10)! Of course, you would be

very unwise to mention any of this to the good people of Santiago de Compostela

Notes.

(1) For Santiago’s supposed apostolic mission to Spain and his links with Our

Lady of the Pillar etc, see "Religious Medals I: Visions" in NI Bulletin, June

1997, p. 1 53-154, this being based in large measure on the detailed treatment

cited in note 6 below.
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(2) A Jubilee Year is one in which Santiago’s feast day, July 25th, falls on a

Sunday. See, for example Donald Attwater, The Catholic Encyclopedic

Dictionary (1930), article "Jubilee" (p.286).

(3) See Christopher Hohler’s article "The Badge of St. James" in The Scallop:

Studies of a Shell and its Influences on Humankind, edited by Ian Cox (1957),

p.59.

(4) Robin Hanbury-Tenison, Spanish Pilgrimage (1991), p.102.

(5) H. V. Morton, A Stranger in Spain (1959), p.310.

(6) For the most detailed treatment of Santiago and his legends, see J. S. Stone,

The Cult of Santiago (1927). For St. James’s return to Palestine, his

martyrdom and the return of his relics to Spain, see the end of Chapter VIII

and Chapter X. For the discovery of his tomb at Padron and translation of his

relics to Santiago itself, see chapter XIII.

(7) a) A recurrent theme in Christian mythology: compare the similar ship in "St.

Anne and Three Marys", NI Bulletin, November 1999, p.248-256 (note 15).

b) Compare also the certificate of authenticity of St. Anne’s relics at Apt,

p.252 of the same article.

(8) For an illustration of the sarcophagus see, for example, Jesus Precedo

Lafuente, Quick Visit Guide: The Cathedral in Santiago de Compostela

(1993), p.24-25.

(9) See the article, "James, St., ‘the Great’" in F. L. Cross & E. A. Livingstone,

The Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church (1974).

(10) See James Bentley, Restless Bones (1985), p.102-103; also Hanbury-Tenison,

as note 4, p.126.
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A CURIOUS BROCKAGE

Bob Forrest, Manchester, England, NI #2382

In the summer of 1997, on my annual trip to Spain, my dealer-friend Alberto Vazquez

gave me what at first sight was a brockage of an antoninianus of the Roman Emperor

Philip I (AD 244-249). It is illustrated 1 Vi times actual size in Fig. 1. The obverse

of the coin was as normal, but the reverse was missing and in its place was a neat

incuse copy of the obverse. But the more I looked at it, the more suspicious I

became. For a start the fabric seemed unusually brassy for an antoninianus. More
than that, the incuse head on the reverse and the relief head on the obverse were, as

far as I could judge, perfectly aligned with each other - too perfectly for the simple

accident of a regular brockage.

Fig. 1

At this point I began to wonder if this was a modem replica pressing - one of those

uniface replicas that many museums sell, the reverse of the coin being on another

(uniface) flan, now lost, the two formerly stuck together side by side on an

information card, now also lost, so that one could, in effect, see both obverse and

reverse of the coin at the same time. In other words, my "brockage" had maybe

resulted from the obverse being machine pressed through the flan from behind to

make half a display coin. There was one problem with this: the prominent ring of

dots surrounding the obverse legend had a hardly visible incuse counterpart on the

reverse, which seemed to suggest that the obverse was not pressed through from the

reverse after all. Likewise the incuse lettering on the reverse didn’t seem deep

enough to explain the raised lettering on the obverse. Nevertheless, the uniface

replica hypothesis continued to seem likely.

I showed the piece to Keith Sugden of Manchester Museum for a second opinion.

"An enigmatic piece!", was his response. "I have no explanation to offer, but I’m

convinced it’s a modern fabrication. It is far too neat to be a regular brockage!"

So, I put my "brockage" to one side, in my ever-growing pile of unsolved mysteries.

Then one day, out of the blue, I recalled that I had another enigmatic Philip I in my
collection, one which, I must shame-facedly admit, I had even featured in one of my
own articles in NI Bulletin (June 1998, p. 163)! It is reproduced here, VA times actual

size, as Fig. 2, and consists of the obverse of a Philip I antoninianus fused back to

back with the St. George half of a so-called "mariner’s charm".
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Fig. 2

Now, one faithfully reproduced Philip I bust will always look much like another, and

the legends on antoniniani are much of a muchness. Nevertheless, when put side by

side, the two did look startlingly alike. The clincher came when I noticed that some

small marks under the bust (Fig. 3) were common to both Figs. 1 & 2: these

"antoniniani" had a common - and modem - origin!

Fig. 3

I felt quite pleased with myself - until I realised that I didn’t really know whether this

solved the problem or deepened it! Was Fig. 1 manufactured as one half of an

intended Fig. 2? Or was Fig. 1, after all, actually a uniface replica of the type

outlined above, one of which had been pressed into service by someone who had used

it to form one half of the one-off eye-catching pendant/amulet shown in Fig. 2? I

simply don’t know. All I can say is that Fig. 1 turned up in Spain in 1997

(unfortunately, Alberto couldn’t recall where he had got it from), whereas Fig. 2

turned up here in England a couple of years earlier in a mixed batch of religious

medals. But one day... one day...
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BOOK NEWS & REVIEWS

CHINESE CASH: Identification and Price Guide. By David Jen. Published by
Krause Publications, Iola, Wisconsin 2000. 341pp, illus. with enhanced rubbings.

Softbound, English text with Pin-Yin transliterations. Krause suggested retail

price is $42.95, but available from dealers Scott Semans at $37.50, Bob Reis at

$34.50 and Frank Robinson at $31.50, plus postage and handling.

David Jen’s new work Chinese Cash presents a mixed review of positive and

negative points. In order to be able to end on a positive side I will begin with the

negative side.

The numbering system/format of the book is very tedious to work with. He begins

with "The Dawn of Chinese Coins" Nos. 1-5, then starts over with Nos. 1-6 for "Xia

and Shang Dynasties". This numbering is continued up to No. 928. The listings up

to No. 868 are chronological, but at that point he bounces around chronologically with

coins from rebels and coins of the "silk road". Also here is adds a coin which I find

interesting but it is "unnumbered". At No. 929 he start over with spade (pu) coins

of the "Zhou" (Chou) dynasty and continues chronologically.

I find the pricing very questionable as well. Many of the higher priced coins are

listed at extremely high prices while the lower priced coins are listed are extremely

low in relation to the actual market for these pieces. I would recommend that

collectors compare several sources to determine a better market value for the issues

they are interested in buying rather than follow Jen’s very questionable pricing.

On the positive side the historic information is quite interesting and the "enhanced"

rubbings are quite useful. There are coins listed that are not in Fisher’s Ding or

Frederik Schjoth’s Chinese Currency, but, there are also many common types that are

found in both Schjoth and Ding which are not listed in Jen’s reference.

In summation this is a book worth adding to your reference library if Chinese Cash

are in your field of interest.

Reviewed by Bob Boddy

*********************************************************************

MEMBER NOTICE PAGE

Kenneth R. Edic, 461 Rock Beach Rd„ Rochester. NY 14617: WANTED: Togo

50 Centimes, 1926, VF or better.

Bob Buddy, 14009 Blackwells Mill Road, Goldvein, VA 22720: Can anyone help

the identification of this piece which I came across in my
search for old Chinese numismatic/money items? It was

represented as a Han Dynasty chop-seal but resembles a bronze

button with a loop (broken) on the back. Any information

would be appreciated.


